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Abstract— Big Data Analytics has gained prominence in the recent days by offering capability to analyze 
huge data from organized and unstructured sources and thus helping businesses on decision making 
based on many insights that were otherwise hidden in the piles of data. Product life -cycle and its 
management is poised to take big leverage of this new technology that could help organizations to make 
informed decision on product strategy, roadmap, investment plans and thus could ensure they stay close 
to product growth and customer satisfaction which otherwise seemed a bi t contra-objectives earlier. All 
through the different stages of product life-cycle, big data analytics and the techniques could be employed 
to be able to describe, predict and prescribe right action and the paper dwells on this in detail.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Product Management is a function that owns and 
drives the strategic decision making connected to 
the product, its features/ roadmap, pricing, 
positioning, promotion and placement across and 
through the various stage of the product’s life-
cycle. It involves deciding the right features to be 
built, target market to invest and grow, channels to 
sell and distribute, technology platforms and 
pricing  models –in  relation to the p lanned product 
positioning in the competitive landscape. 
Big Data, a  technology jargon of recent years, 
though has always been around in the name of 
analytics, has started playing a key role in strategic 
decision making across all the spheres of the 
business. However what d ifferentiates the era of 
traditional analytics and the current era of ‘hyped’ 
big data is the challenge and opportunities posed by 
the huge piles of data that is available and growing 
every day – both structured and unstructured on the 
product consumption. Also the robust tools and 
technology that are available now enable mult i-
dimensional analytics so as to take better decision 
making related to product management, which was 
never possible before. 
II. METHODOLOGY 
The research methodologies adopted are based on 
three concepts: 
1) Product life -cycle management for software 
applications and decisions made during the 4 
stages 
2) Big data analytics (conceptually exp lained)  
3) How management decision making during the 
product’s life -cycle could make a difference 
with big data analytics  
A. Product Life-cycle and its management in the 
software line of business 
 
Any product or service, as defined by Philip  
Kotler, goes through multip le stages during its 
life-cycle and software products is no exception to 
this. The function of Product Management in a 
software products’ organizat ion ensures that 
appropriate and strategic decisions are taken to 
drive and manage the product that are typical and 
unique to/in each of the maturity  stages that are 
discussed in this section. 
Typically ‘introduction’ is the stage when a 
product gets introduced and from the perspective 
of Software Product Management, we could sub-
classify this in to ‘develop’ and ‘incubate’ phases.  
When a new product gets introduced irrespective 
of what the trigger for the idea of a new product 
must have come from, which is a separate topic in 
itself,  it involves some lead time to ‘develop’ the 
idea from the conceptual stage to a productized 
stage. This requires committed working by  a s mall 
group of people involving technical and business 
skills and expertise. Proof of concepts and 
prototypes are developed and validated by a think 
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tank and analysis with respect to market adaptation 
and opportunities are done.  
Once the idea is developed to a productized level, 
the product moves to the ‘incubation’ stage with 
the product getting introduced with a selected set 
of beta clients or in to one region/ country or two 
to start with. Beta customers are carefu lly chosen 
who test/use the product and their feedback is 
given weightage in shaping up/ adjusting the 
product features and usability aspects and thus the 
product roadmap. By the end of the ‘incubate’ 
phase of the ‘Introduction’ stage, the management 
has a clear idea of the wider scale launch, the 
revenue potential and target markets and strategy 
and roadmap for the product for the next few 
years. A business plan is developed, justified  by 
business case with respect to investments to be 
made associated along with cash flows forecasted 
and thus an estimation of the return on investments 
( ROI) is put forth. 
The next stage of ‘enhance’ represents the 
‘growth’ stage of the product. By ‘enhance’ we 
mean the product management organizat ion would  
enhance the breadth and depth of the products in 
terms of feature and functionality content and thus 
enhance the reach in terms of customer base. This 
phase is marked with aggressive investments in 
terms of p roduct development, marketing and sales 
efforts and thus is expected to be followed by 
returns in terms of revenue and numbers of 
customers. The positioning of the product would 
have been made more ‘perfectionized’, relative 
placement in the competitive landscape would 
have been established by the organization in  
reality and as perceived by the analysts. 
The product would ramp up towards the maturity 
path by having multiple upgrades/ releases and 
product roadmap would get input from mult iple 
quarters including existing and potential 




 major stage in the product’s life -cycle, 
named as ‘maturity’ is marked with the ‘sustain’ 
phase of product management.  
It is in th is stage that the organization would en joy 
the benefits of all its effort in terms of investment 
made in the first two phases. There would be a 
steady streamline of revenues that are recurring 
and more easily forecasted, quality would be more 
stable and the organization would put its effort  
more to sustain the place it has earned than invest 
or grow further. By now, competition would have 
caught up and market shares earned by the players 
would be more relatively stable and only 
incremental changes would be witnessed in terms 
of growth of market share. The products would 
possibly figure in the ‘cash cow’ quadrant of 
Boston Consulting Group matrix if depicted. There 
are fewer possibilities of new customers and 
existing customers would be targeted to be sold 
additional product licenses. Customer satisfaction 
would be given prime importance in terms of 




 or last stage of product would be ‘decline’ 
and every product management organizat ion 
would strive to actually map this stage with efforts 
to ‘harvest’ the benefits out of efforts and 
investments made thus far. In this phase of product 
management, investments made with respect to 
new features would be done very selectively and 
least since the expected returns would have to be 
justified. The phase would be witnessed by 
customer leakages and therefore the organizat ion 
would also focus on two things in terms of 
‘renewing’ and ‘ reinventing’ the product concept 
in newer ways like revamping the technology, 
trying to re-apply the concept in another industry 
vertical or even trying to launch the product in a 
new territory etc. This could even pave way fo r a 
potential new product life-cycle altogether. 
B. A high level overview of Big Data Analytics 
Big Data is a term describing the continuous 
increase in data, and the technologies needed to 
collect, store, manage, and analyze it. The analyst, 
IDC defines Big data technologies as ‘a new 
generation of technologies and architectures 
designed to economically ext ract value from very  
large volumes of a wide variety of data by enabling 
high-velocity capture, discovery, and/or analysis’. 
In simpler terms, it’s to do with analytics that allow 
businesses to understand how, when and where 
people consume certain goods and services. 
At a very high level, there are three types of 
analytics that experts classify: 
- Descriptive Analytics 
- Predictive Analytics  
- Prescriptive Analytics  
Descriptive Analytics  provide input in  to ‘what 
has happened’. Typically sales performance 
analysis, marg in improvement analysis etc. would 
form part of this type. 
Predictive analytics  is to more do with ‘what is 
likely happen in the future’. Sales forecast 
projection, trend analysis etc. would be examples. 
Simulation techniques and related tools would be 
used as part of this analysis. 
Prescriptive analytics  use the combinative of 
above techniques to recommend specific act ions 
that could be taken. For example, they provide 
insights on what should be done to close sales 
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opportunities quickly  or increase win  conversion 
rates. 
The key take away is that Big Data analytics 
therefore could be reactive or proactive in nature. 
Also data that is present everywhere, organized/ 
unorganized, now, is facilitated to be collected and 
analyzed to get fed back in to management decision 
making. 
C. How Software Product Management could 
leverage Big Data Technology 
Having discussed product life-cycle management 
of Enterprise Software products and what Big Data 
is about, let’s look at how Big Data capabilities 
could enable better management of p roduct life-
cycle in this section. 
1) Requirement Management 
Traditionally Product requirements are received 
from multip le quarters including current and 
potential customers, knowledge on customer 
industry trends and exercises like competitive 
analysis. These are priorit ized and planned to be 
built in the product, which constitutes product 
road-mapping. The risk always is that most of the 
requirements are driven by fewer sources and there 
is no way to check on the validity or appeal of the 
product roadmap items with larger audience. In that 
sense, requirements management has a subjective 
element led by the product manager. There always 
could remain a gap between what the market wants 
in reality and as what was perceived by the product 
manager. 
With Big Data and analytics capabilit ies, it’s now 
possible for the product manager to analyze various 
input data that is available to see applicab ility of 
the features planned. One such data source could be 
the product support data base.  With some 
prescriptive analysis run on the tickets/ issues 
reported, product manager gets an idea of the 
modules and business processes that are more 
frequently used by the customer than others. He 
thus gets to prioritize the limited bandwidth and 
investment dollars available for the new features to 
be road-mapped in future releases based on usage 
of the modules/ features, based on insights gained 
out of the analysis.  Higher priority could be given 
to that part of the product that are concluded to be 
attracting more of users’ time based on the analysis 
done. 
 
Big Data analytics could also be run to analyze 
product support data base for the 
bugs/issues/incidents raised by customers that 
many a times also would have enhancement and 
new feature requests. This could prove to be 
another useful input to the requirements database in 
terms of new features. 
Descriptive and predictive analytics is also useful 
when it  comes to prioritizing requirements from 
existing customers versus potential customers. 
During the life-cycle of the product, at some point, 
the focus would to retaining existing customers 
than targeting new customers. Analytics like those 
performed on mapping metrics like sales pipeline 
value, probability of winning and sales 
opportunities from installed base versus new logos 
with the requirements that would make a difference 
to these wins could help product managers to 
prioritize them correct ly. Analyzing the LTV (Life-
time-value) of customers would come in handy for 
these priorit izations of features. 
2) Product Quality & Testing  
Various tests – automated and manual are done 
before a product version gets released to the 
market. They include Integration testing, system 
testing, Unit testing, Performance testing etc.  Big  
Data Analytics could be employed to analyze the 
results of these tests in terms of product quality and 
performance from multiple dimensions for 
repetitiveness, severity etc.  and appropriate 
decision could be taken in terms of corrective 
action. 
Analyzing product support data base would also 
give trends of product failures and their causes in 
terms of wrong requirement capturing, wrong 
design or implementation etc.,. 
3) Big Data Analytics in the ‘develop’ phase of 
life-cycle 
In this phase, predictive analytics done based on 
input and feedback on the product and its features 
given by beta customers, analysts, and employees 
etc. which are weighed carefu lly before taking the 
decision to launch the product to the next phase. 
While at this stage the data available may not be 
that ‘big’, the qualitative input received when 
clubbed with the quantitative data that could be 
coming in  based on surveys and other primary  
researches employed by the company on the 
technology used, features planned etc. could help  
the organization to  cautiously plan the investments, 
product roadmap and launch plans. 
Analytics run on marketing campaigns, web  based 
analytics run on sales promotions etc. at this stage 
of product life-cycle would help the organization 
plan product launches better. 
4) Big Data Analytics in ‘enhance’ phase of the 
life-cycle 
As discussed in the first section, enhance phase 
marks major investment decisions taken by the 
organizations in growing the market. Descriptive 
big data analytics done on various data in selling 
efforts like Sales proposals made, win-loss 
analysis, competitive performance, industry wide 
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and geography wide pre-sales data like the number 
of accounts targeted, leads generated, prospects 
shortlisted and deals won would help the company 
to decide on the strategic decisions connected to 
new market  penetration, pricing model, channel 
strategy etc. 
Also as discussed in the previous section, analytics 
run at this phase would help product managers to 
prioritize requirements coming in from existing 
customers versus those that would make a 
difference to winning new customers. 
5)  Big Data Analytics in ‘sustain’ phase o f the 
life-cycle 
This represents the maturity stage of the product 
and companies typically consolidate the 
investments made at this phase. The focus is to 
sustain the growth obtained and hence every signal 
that comes from customers is given lots of 
importance. Descriptive analytics run on customer 
satisfaction surveys, product support databases on 
product issues/ incidents etc.  are carefu lly  
analyzed and interpreted to see if there could be 
seen a trend indicating pain points.  
Analytics run on sales data with respect to sales 
inquiries, pipeline and win -loss analysis also would 
point to hidden problems in  terms of quality issues, 
feature inadequacy, better account management 
support needed etc., and thus could enable 
corrective actions. 
By this phase, the product is in mature stage, and 
many customers would be in a stable state and 
would always be contemplating  migrating to newer 
product upgrades versus staying put in their current 
version. Analytics would help the product 
managers to focus on efforts and investments to be 
done in developing migrat ion tools/ strategy 
depending on broader customer interests and help 
plan new features that appeal to new customers 
versus existing customers depending on 
intelligence made available on customer 
preferences on migration. 
6) Big Data Analytics in the ‘harvest’ phase of 
product life-cycle 
This is the ‘decline’ o r termination phase of the 
product and the focus of product managers would 
be spend efforts and cost to retain customers and 
make them extend their usage of the product 
longer. Analysis of customers usage of the 
software, the upgrades they have done in the last 
few years and which version they currently use, 
their product support contract renewal pattern, 
frequency in which they reports issues and 
incidents would give an idea to product managers 
on termination of the product versus investment in 
renewing or reinventing the product in a different 
technology etc.,. 
III. CONCLUS ION 
Big Data Analytics could clearly impact the way 
products have been managed, investment decisions 
made, features are decided and prioritized and 
overall customer orientation. Decisions made on all 
this are enabled with accurate indication of trend 
made possible with the b ig data technologies. All 
this would eventually save dollars for the software 
vendor that would eventually bring down software 
product prices. Also, lead time involved to make 
product releases would be cut-down, which in effect 
would serve customers and their customers better. 
The ‘subjectivity’ elements and guess -works 
involved in Product management would completely 
be replaced by objective intelligence produced, 
thanks to the analytics technology and capability 
that exists now. 
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